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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel vibration-based
communication system for Bluetooth-equipped smartphones.
Smartphones are commonly utilized through the display; how-
ever, sometimes users would like to exchange pieces of informa-
tion with nearby peers, without shifting their focus from current
task. Additionally, this enables communication in cases without
visual or sound contact. For this purpose, we developed a novel
application called Hand-to-Hand on Bluetooth Communication
(H2BCom). We use the common gestures of tapping and touching
the smartphone display for sending a Morse coded message over
a Bluetooth channel. On the receiving side, the Morse coded
message is presented as vibration of the smartphone. We show the
design, implementation and evaluation of H2BCom on Android
phones. In our user study, we found that using the Morse code
was difficult for beginners, but the users’skill improved after
taking a tutorial of the Morse code.

Keywords-Haptic communications, vibration-based communi-
cations, instant messaging, Morse code, smartphones.

I. INTRODUCTION

As many people get used to smartphones, they have also

changed our notion of mobile phones. Voice communication,

which once was the most common usage of mobile phones,

has diminished its significance and communications in other

forms. The usages of texts and messaging are gradually

becoming dominant. This trend is also accelerated by Social

Network Services (SNSs). Furthermore, recent advancements

of short-range wireless communications such as Bluetooth

have also expanded the usage of smartphones. They have

enabled a direct communication between nearby users within

the physical environment without using traditional communi-

cation networks. Thus, we are interested in exploring direct

communications without voice or text messaging between

nearby users.

In the history of communications, we have been continu-

ously seeking for higher bandwidth resulting in high-speed

optical networks for high-resolution video. For video stream-

ing, several hundred megabit per second is useful because the

sense of receiving the communication is “vision”. Human eyes

can receive and recognize information with several hundred

megabits per second. However, let us assume that we use

only the sense of “touch” for communication, that is, our

hands or fingers are the means of generating and receiving

information. In this case, we can generate and receive not more

than several bits per second or merely one bit per second. Even

so, sometimes such low bandwidth is sufficient to exchange a

very small piece of information.

Based on the above background, we now propose a com-

munication system for smartphones called Hand-to-Hand-

on-Bluetooth Communication (H2BCom). H2BCom aims to

utilize haptic interface as a tool for exchanging informa-

tion between people who carry smartphones. Use cases for

H2BCom include dissemination of short and essential pieces

of information in various situations. For example, a driver

receives a warning when she/he may encounter other vehicles

from a blind angle at an intersection. The warning signal

may be light tapping on her/his shoulder. Also H2BCom

may be used to exchange information when conventional

communication is not convenient, including meeting rooms,

movie theaters, crowded streets, noisy areas, etc. The key

concept of H2BCom is using only “touch” out of five senses,

which does not require looking at the display of a smartphone.

A sender of information touches the surface of the display and

its receiver perceives signal by vibration of the phone.

There are several design issues for each stage of touching

and encoding at the sender side and displaying the received

information at the receiver side. After having defined several

interfaces between the stages, we chose to use the Morse code,

generated by the touching behavior of a finger on a smartphone

surface, for encoding and perceiving vibration for the human

interface at the receiver. We also designed feedback paths for

rate control in multiple interfaces paying attention to the half-

duplex nature of the communication channel because touching

and perceiving vibration cannot occur simultaneously.
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The contributions of this work are summarized as follows.

• First, we have established a communication system which

only relies on “touching” and “perceiving” of hand. This

creates a possibility of new communication modality.

• Second, we have identified the limitation and communi-

cation rate for the hand-to-hand communication system

using off-the-shelf smartphones.

• Finally, we have tested this method with a number of

people, including those who are not familiar with the

Morse code.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

discusses related work. Section III describes the requirements

of H2BCom. The design and implementation of H2BCom

on Android smartphones are given in Sections IV and V,

respectively. We conducted experiments and show our finding

in Section VI. Conclusion and some future works are given in

Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous works used several kinds of gestures to pair two

devices for data exchange [1]–[4].

Vinteraction leverages a combination of vibrator and ac-

celerometer to send information from a smart device to other

smart device [5], [6]. By placing a sender’s device on a

receiver’s device, the sender’s device vibrates itself accord-

ing to input message, while the receiver’s device uses its

accelerometer to detect the vibration and decode the message.

I. Hwang et al. proposes the same technique as Vinteraction

[7].

ComTouch tries to enrich inter-personal communication by

complementing voice with a tactile channel [8]. It augments

remote voice communication with touch, by converting hand

pressure into vibrational intensity between users in real-time.

A. Nakamura and M. Nakanishi proposed how to use

vibration for communication [9]. It aims to actualize functions

to exchange information with vibrations corresponding to

contents. Through the experiments, they showed relationship

between vibration patterns and feelings evoked by sender and

receiver with PDA devices in users hands.

Pressages is a mobile synchronous haptic communication

system that aims to augment phone calls [10]. During phone

calls, users squeeze the side of the device and the pressure

level is mapped to vibrations on the recipient’s device. Based

on a lab-based study and a small field study, the results indicate

that such a system has value as a communication channel in

real-world settings with users expressing greetings, presence

and emotions through pressages.

To improve interactivity and usability of mobile phones, S.

u. Réhman and L. Liu show that more than 1-bit information

can be rendered with a vibration motor by carefully controlling

vibration patterns [11]. The paper details how to extract

emotional information, design vibrotactile coding schemes,

render vibrotactile patterns, as well as how to carry out user

tests to evaluate its usability. They also demonstrate how to

turn a mobile phone into a social interface for the blind so that

they can sense emotional information of others. The study

shows a potential to enrich mobile phones communication

among the users through the touch channel.

Our work differs from the above in that any kind of message

can be transferred between two smartphones only by fingers

and hands

III. REQUIREMENTS OF H2BCOM

The benefits of using H2BCom are as follows.

• The priority of information can be set according to

communication methods, that is, visual communication

and H2BCom.

• Asymmetric communication is possible. In particular,

senders and receivers can use different kinds of devices,

e.g., workers carry haptic-enabled devices to receive

instructions, while supervisors monitor workers through

video cameras and instruct workers using H2BCom.

• In addition, H2BCom can be used to notify risk informa-

tion which requires immediate actions.

To realize the system, however, we would like to give some

requirements of H2BCom as follows.

• Data input. We have to define how to input messages

by using haptic actions, including touching, tapping, and

so on. Moreover, we may define characters, symbols

or frequently used words such as “roger”, “agree” and

“danger.”

• Representation of information. Similar to the above,

we have to determine how to represent information by

using the vibration function of smartphones, including

vibration patterns, vibration strength, vibration rate and

so on. We may also use an appropriate representation for

each individual place.

• Rate control. Rate control is necessary because the

conditions and situations of sender and receiver may be

different. The smartphones, including embedded hard-

ware and interpretation capability of each person, are

major sources of different speed (of both input and

interpretation) between a sender and a receiver. H2BCom

has to control transmission rate or complement different

rates between the two parties.

• Stored communication vs. interactive communication.

Though H2BCom is developed for instant and short mes-

sages, haptic communication comes with a higher error

rate in comparison with visual communication. Thus,

we have to store and transfer information appropriately.

H2BCom defines a line as a limited amount of informa-

tion. A line is transmitted interactively. Retransmission,

rate control and error correction are performed line by

line.

Based on the above requirements, we decide to use the

Morse code as a first step to study haptic communication and

its user interface.

IV. DESIGN OF H2BCOM

In the sending side, the user utilizes common gestures such

as tap, touch and swipe to write and send a message. On the
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Fig. 1. Interfaces of H2BCom.

TABLE I
NOTATION FOR THE MORSE CODE.

Ts Duration of a dot
Tl Duration of a dash, where Tl = 3 · Ts

Ti Duration of a short silence between each dot or dash,
where Ti = Ts

Tc Duration between each letter, where Tc = 3 · Ts

Tw Duration between each word, where Tw = 7 · Ts

other hand, in the receiving side, the message is recognized by

the user by feeling the vibrations of the smartphone. However,

we need a new design philosophy for this communication style

in the end-to-end sense because the application in the network

architecture corresponds to a human being’s sense of fingers

and hands. This necessitates a new layering with well-defined

inter-layer interfaces. For this purpose, we define the interfaces

for H2BCom as described below.

A. Interfaces

We define the interfaces for H2BCom sender and receiver,

which clearly distinguish the validity and source of errors

regarding the communication. Figure 1 shows the interfaces of

H2Bcom. The roles of each interface are explained as follows.

• Hand-to-touch (HT) interface is an interface between a

user and a smartphone. The users input the message by

tapping and touching the touch screen of the smartphone

according to the Morse code as described below.

• Touch-to-data (TD) interface converts touching data into

the Morse code, though other encoding rules can be used

as well.

• Data-to-data (DD) interface is responsible for data trans-

fer between smartphones. The current implementation of

H2BCom uses Bluetooth as a wireless communication

medium.

• Data-to-vibration (DV) interface converts received data

into vibration patterns according to the Morse code.

• Vibration-to-hand (VH) interface is an interface between

the smartphone and the user. The users receive the

messages by perceiving the vibration of the smartphone.

B. Encoding

The touch-to-data interface uses the Morse code [12] de-

veloped by Samuel F.B. Morse in 1844 for encoding. The In-

ternational Morse code encodes the ISO basic Latin alphabet,

some extra Latin letters, the Arabic numerals and a small set of

TsTl Ti Tc Tw

Letter

Word

Fig. 2. An example to input letters and words according to the Morse code.

punctuation and procedural signals as standardized sequences

of short and long signals called “dots” (Ts) and “dashes” (Tl).

The duration of a dash is three times the duration of a dot,

that is, Tl = 3 · Ts. Each dot or dash is followed by a short

silence (Ti), equal to the dot duration. The letters of a word are

separated by a space (Tc) equal to three dots (one dash), and

the words are separated by a space (Tw) equal to seven dots.

The AR defines the end of the message such that the other

party can input and send her/his messages. This sign is one of

prosigns for the Morse code [13]. For efficiency, the length of

each character in the Morse code is approximately inversely

proportional to its frequency of occurrence in English. Table I

summarizes the notation for the Morse code and Figure 2

illustrates an example to input the Morse code.

The data-to-data interface provides two ways of transmis-

sions: instant and delayed transmissions. The instant trans-

mission sends encoded data instantly character by character.

Delayed transmission maintains encoded data in a buffer and

the sender controls the transmission by touching “Send” button

on the screen.

The length of Ts varies from person to person. Users are

required to input sample messages such that H2BCom app

can encode messages correctly. A straightforward machine

learning algorithm is sufficient for this purpose. This process

needs to be done once before using the H2BCom app. Since

each smartphone is used solely by an individual person, the

learning process is not considered to be a burdensome task.

C. Decoding

The data-to-vibration interface decodes the received data

into the vibration patterns. Receivers recognize the message

by vibration-to-hand interface. As the receiver may not keep

up with the vibration rate, the user can either store the message

into the memory or it can be played out by his preferred rate.

D. Rate Control

We realize that inputting and recognizing skills of the Morse

code through H2BCom app vary from people to people. Thus

we introduce mechanisms of rate control and buffers on several

interfaces. As a result, the senders and receivers can input

and recognize the messages smoothly according to individual

skills and preferences. Since the messages are transmitted in

a store-and-forward manner between the interfaces, H2BCom

provides multi-stage rate control at TD, DD and DV interfaces

as follows.

• Touch-to-data interface. When serving as a sender,

a buffer is available to record input data. If a buffer



1 program playSentence:

2 begin

3 RSB.play(currentSentence);

4 if (longtap) then

5 RSB.forwardSentence();

6 end

7 end

Fig. 3. A pseudo code for playing a sentence at the receiver.

overflow is detected, the touch layer does not allow

inputting further messages.

• Data-to-data interface. To prevent overflowing the re-

ceiver’s buffer, the sender must receive an acknowledge-

ment signal from the receiver before transmitting the next

piece of data.

• Data-to-vibration interface. As mentioned above, re-

ceived data is maintained in the receiver’s buffer. When

serving as a receiver, the vibration of a word is regen-

erated and the app waits for acknowledgement of the

user. Unless the user explicitly acknowledges the word,

the next word is not generated. In addition to replay a

message, the users can decrease or increase the vibration

speed of the smartphone.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented H2BCom as an Android application

and used two platforms: Xperia GX (SO-04D) with An-

droid 4.1.2 and Galaxy S4 (GT-19505) with Android 4.2.2.

The binary code size of software is 280 KB. After Blue-

tooth pairing of two devices is established, a stream-type

BluetoothSocket is used to transfer data between the

devices. Thus, the reliability of data delivery is handled by

the DD interface.

It is necessary to pay attention to how the users handle the

smartphone because no visual feedback is given. Therefore,

distinct and perceivable buttons of the smartphone are needed

to use the application. Below we explain the implementation

of H2BCom.

A. Data Management

Before we describe how the senders and receivers operate

the application, we define the unit of data in H2BCom as

follows.

• Letter corresponds to one alphabet symbol which can be

mapped to the Morse code.

• Word corresponds to our daily-life English-language

word.

• Sentence is a chunk of words that are sent from a sender

to a receiver at one time. It can be an ordinary sentence.

Although a sentence can be of any length, the practical use

of H2BCom is an instant short message such that the sentence

is assumed to be less than ten words. At the sender, data

management is twofold: per-word and per-sentence manage-

ments. Each word needs to be explicitly determined since a

RSB.readPtr

RSB.writePtr

Sentence

Sentence

Sentence

Sentence Last received sentence

Current read sentence

Time

Fig. 4. Receive-sentence buffer (RSB) is managed by read (RSB.readPtr)
and write (RSB.writePtr) pointers.

TABLE II
SENDER’S OPERATIONS TO INPUT MESSAGES.

Dot Short touch
Dash Long touch
End of a word Swipe
End of a sentence Swipe followed by a long touch

user may want to correct errors. Then the determined words

are appended in send-sentence buffer (SSB). One-bit data

called congestion flag is also maintained by the sender. At the

receiver, data is only managed according to the per-sentence

manner in receive-sentence buffer (RSB). In particular, re-

ceived sentences are linked in RSB as shown in Figures 3 and

4.

B. Sender’s Behavior

The sender behavior is described here. The application waits

for a touch action, which is expected to be either a short

touch, a long touch or a swipe. The short and long touch

are automatically converted to a dot and a dash, respectively,

but a swipe indicates the end of a word. Thus, we use an

explicit delimiter for a word in the current implementation.

Also the end of a sentence is specified by a swipe followed

by a long touch, which triggers transmission of the sentence

to a receiver. In this sense, the Morse code is only used for

distinguishing between a dot and a dash at the sender side and

we call this coding, pseudo-Morse code. Table II summarizes

sender’s operations of H2BCom.

Senders can check their input from feedback provided by

the system. The feedback of the hand-to-touch interface is

vibration and/or sound. If the senders realize any wrong input,

they can correct the input by deleting letters or words. Figure 5

shows the pseudo code of sender’s basic behavior.

In addition to the basic behavior, the mechanism of rate

control is also adopted. Upon receiving a congestion signal

from the receiver, the sender sets the congestion flag. When

the congestion flag is set, the sender does not accept any inputs

from the user until the congestion flag is unset.

Figure 6 shows how a user inputs and sends “please wait”

as a sentence. Each letter is a straightforwardly represented

by a combination of dots and dashes. Words are separated by

a swipe action as explained above. Finally, the input sentence

is transmitted after a swipe and a long touch.



1 program sendSentence:

2 // wordPtr: pointer in wordBuffer

3 // endWord: flag for ending a word

4 // endSentence: flag for ending a sentence

5 begin

6 initialize(wordBuffer);

7 initialize(sendBuffer);

8 initialize(sentenceBuffer);

9 wordPtr <- 0;

10 endWord <- NOT-END;

11 endSentence <- NOT-END;

12 while (endSentence == NOT-END) {

13 inputTouch <- waitForTouch();

14 switch (inputTouch) {

15 case SHORT-TOUCH:

16 wordBuffer[wordPtr++] <- DOT;

17 shortVibration();

18 break;

19 case LONG-TOUCH:

20 wordBuffer[wordPtr++] <- DASH;

21 shortVibration();

22 break;

23 case FLIP:

24 inputTouch <- waitForTouch();

25 switch (inputTouch) {

26 case SHORT-TOUCH:

27 wordBuffer[wordPtr++] <- END-OF-WORD;

28 wordPtr <-0;

29 append(wordBuffer, sentenceBuffer);

30 break;

31 case LONG-TOUCH:

32 endSentence <- END;

33 append(sentenceBuffer, sendBuffer);

34 send(sendBuffer);

35 break;

36 case FLIP:

37 delete(wordBuffer);

38 wordPtr <-0;

39 inputTouch <- waitForTouch();

40 switch (inputTouch) {

41 case FLIP:

42 delete(sentenceBuffer);

43 wordPtr <-0;

44 break;

45 }

46 break;

47 }

48 break;

49 }

50 } // end of while

51 end

Fig. 5. A pseudo code of sender’s behavior.

C. Receiver’s Behavior

In conventional communication systems, end users of re-

ceiving information obtain texts, images or sound where the

sense of “vision” of a human being interprets the received

information. In contrast, in H2BCom, the sense of “touch”

is used to interpret the information through vibration patterns

Ts TCTl

P L E A S E

TC TC TC TC TC Fling

Word is determined

W A I T Sentence is sent

TC TC TC TC Fling

Fig. 6. An example to input “please wait” as a sentence.

1 program receiveSentence:

2 begin

3 RSB.append(receivedSentence);

4 if (RSB overflows) then

5 send(sender, ACK-with-Overflow);

6 end

7 end

Fig. 7. A pseudo code of receive-sentence buffer (RSB).

and there is a large possibility to misinterpret the information.

Therefore, error control at the vibration-to-hand interface is

important. In our implementation, we leave the issue of error

control to the users. More specifically, when a user cannot

understand the received sentence completely, he/she can replay

the sentence. If necessary, the speed of vibration can be

reduced. Thus, in principle, the same sentence is played unless

the user explicitly proceeds to the next sentence. At the data

layer of receiver side, RSB is managed by the current read

pointer which is incremented by the user’s instruction (see

Figures 3 and 4). If RSB is full, the receiver notices the

sender by sending acknowledgement with overflow signal (see

Figure 7).

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted both quantitative and qualitative evaluations

with H2BCom users. As a quantitative evaluation, we mea-

sured the throughput at a sender and a receiver. Let ηs and ηr
be the throughput at the sender (letter/s) and the receiver (Hz),

respectively. ηs can be calculated by L
D

, where L and D are

the length of message (letters) and the time used to input the

message, respectively. Since the length of the Morse-coded

letter varies, we estimate the minimum and maximum time

by using consecutive ‘e’s and ‘j’s. Hence, we use ηsmax and

ηsmin corresponding to each consecutive letter. ηr has two

limitation factors, that is, mechanical property of smartphone

and human’s perception. Therefore, we use two distinguished

metrics, ηrmech and ηrperc.

ηrmech was measured for Xperia GX and Galaxy S4, and

the results were 333.33 Hz and 500.00 Hz, respectively. We

recruited five students to measure ηsmax, ηsmin and ηrperc,

where each student conducted the test ten times. Table III

shows the average and standard deviation of the metrics. From

the above, ηrmech > ηrperc and the Android phones can

make vibration fast enough for receiving. As seen in the table,



TABLE III
THROUGHPUT AT SENDERS AND RECEIVERS.

Average Standard deviation

ηsmax (letter/s) 0.73 0.03
ηsmin (letter/s) 0.17 0.01
ηrperc (Hz): Xperia GX 6.64 0.70
ηrperc (Hz): Galaxy S4 6.58 0.88

TABLE IV
MEAN OPINION SCORES.

MOS Description

1 Difficult
2 Somewhat difficult
3 Moderate
4 Somewhat easy
5 Easy

H2BCom is limited by the sending side, which suggests that

the input method needs to be improved.

A. Subjective Evaluation

We used a questionnaire to assess usability and practicabil-

ity of H2BCom. The questionnaire consists of the following

two questions.

• Q1: Is it difficult to input a message? [1–5]

• Q2: Is it difficult to interpret a message? [1–5]

Each subject answers each question based on the Mean

Opinion Score (MOS), which has been used for decades to

obtain the human user’s view. Generally, the MOS is expressed

as a single number in the range from one to five, where one is

the lowest (or the worst), and five is the highest (or the best).

The meaning of all five scores is summarized in Table IV.

We recruited 32 people with a variety of age. Table V

and Figure 8 show the results of MOS and the cumulative

frequency distribution (CDF) of MOS, respectively. In par-

ticular, the average and standard deviation of MOS when

inputting the messages are 2.59 and 1.47, respectively. Also,

the average and standard deviation of MOS when interpreting

the messages are 1.56 and 2.02, respectively. Based on the

study, H2COM was not easy to use for beginners. It is explicit

that interpreting the messages is more difficult that inputting

the messages. Therefore, we provided a three-hour tutorial for

five people and conducted the same experiments. The MOS

of both input and interpretation was approximately double as

illustrated in Figure 9. In the qualitative evaluation, we have

now understood the importance of a learning phase of the

Morse code. However, we believe that users can practise the

Morse code by themselves and the skill of users would be

develop based on experience of using the app.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We have proposed and implemented H2BCom, a hand-

to-hand instant messaging system between smartphones. We

found that H2COM was not easy to use for beginners; though

a short tutorial was useful to improve the skill of users.

In this work, we did not address the issue of congestion

when multiple users use H2BCom. In multi-user scenario,

TABLE V
MOS RESULTS WHEN INPUTTING AND INTERPRETING THE MESSAGES.

Average Standard deviation

Message input 2.59 1.47
Message interpretation 1.56 2.02
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Fig. 8. CDF of MOS for the senders (message input) and receivers (message
interpretation).

participants can send and receive several messages simulta-

neously. A message priorities could be introduced to address

this issue, where higher priority message would overrun other

messages. To achieve this, we also need to distinguish between

messages and replies, as the topics of the messages could

be different. Another interesting issue is whether different

message formats would improve the usability of H2BCom.

For example, frequently used “yes” and “no” messages could

have some simple and specific encoding and decoding format

instead of plain text morse code. This way, the replies could

also be easier to input and interpret by the users. Therefore,

the messages would require less attention from the user as the

users have to pay attention to other tasks while inputting and

interpreting the messages.

In addition, we realize that H2BCom may be necessary

in the following scenarios. In industrial factory settings, the

factory workers or group supervisors could send messages, to

instruct the workers or to report events. By using H2BCom, the

focus of the workers would be less disrupted with vibration-

based messages. If the smartphones are in their pockets, they

can understand the messages without any operations. Also,

in rescue missions or fire extinguishing by the firemen, the

vibration-based messages could assist in messaging without

interruptions the dangerous tasks and in situations and places

where there is no visual contact.

Technologically speaking, alternative wireless communica-

tion interface would be Wi-Fi Direct, in addition to Bluetooth,

as it would not require Wi-Fi infrastructure and has signifi-

cantly longer range in comparison with Bluetooth.
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